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Hi boys and
girls!
How has the start
of 2020 been for
you? Are you
ready for another issue of Kid. In this issue,
we’re going on a very special journey back
in time… to discover photographs that
have become a part of our history on page
5. But you can only find out what kind of
traveller you are by doing our test on page
3. Then we’re going on a visit to the city
of York to visit the exciting Jorvik Festival
on page 12. After that, if you’re tired of
all the travelling why not take a look at
the other articles – we have things about
desserts, music and sport. And of course
you can also test yourself on page 15 to see
what you remember from the magazine.
Take your pick!
Happy reading!
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In this issue
of Kid you’ll
come across:
past simple
present perfect
gerunds
imperatives
nouns, adjectives,
prepositions
past perfect
passives
relative pronouns

Audio
A subscription to the
magazine allows you to
download for free, in
MP3 format, the audio
of all the magazines in
the resources section
of our website www.
elilanguagemagazines.
com. You can do this by
inserting the access code
found in each issue of the
magazine.

Teacher’s guide
For teachers, the subscription
to the magazine allows you to
download for free the audio
material in MP3 format, as well
as the teacher’s guide for all*
the magazines available in PDF
format.
The teacher must first register
in the teachers’ resources
section on our website
www.elilanguagemagazines.com

Train
your mind!

It knows many things but it doesn’t know how to
talk, it has many words but it can’t speak.
What is it?
Answer: .........................................................

The longest month
Which is the longest month of the year?

Answer: .........................................................

Words in common
• Code

• Agent

A bit of maths

• Ingredients

• Top

How many times can you subtract 5 from 25?

• Passage

Answer: .........................................................

Answer: .........................................................
The answers are on page 15.
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What is it?

Test

present simple/adjectives/gerunds

A real traveller or a simple
tourist?
1. Before leaving:
a)		You prefer not to plan all your trip in advance: 		
		 you’ll decide when you’re there
b)		You prepare a very detailed itinerary so as not to
		 forget anything
c)		You already know what you will do because you
		 often choose places that you’ve already been to

2. Your suitcase:
a)		It’s essential! If you need something, you’ll buy it
		 when you’re travelling
b)		It’s neat* and tidy with everything you need inside
c)		It’s always too full!

Mostly a) A citizen of the world
For you, travelling means exploring, overcoming your limits. You’re able to feel
at home in any place as you have an excellent ability for adaptation. What
makes you want to travel is a mix of interest and curiosity towards distant
places and different cultures, which you want to understand in-depth*. The list
of destinations that you want to visit is still very long, but you’re on the right
track*.

3. In a foreign country:
a)		You’re curious about everything and you love 		
		 trying traditional local food
b)		You want to know about the local customs and
			 like adapting yourself to them
c)		As far as possible, you won’t give up your habits*

4. You receive a holiday as a present,
which would you choose?
a)		A safari in Africa!
b)		A holiday in a European capital
c)		A tourist resort*

5. Going on holiday is useful for:
a)		Getting to know yourself and putting yourself to
		 the test in different situations
b)		Discovering new places and widening* your 		
		horizons
c)		Relaxing and disconnecting from the
			 daily routine

Mostly b) The tourist
You know how to appreciate the diversity that the world offers and travel for you
is discovering places and people. When you travel, you like acquiring the habits
and different lifestyles you encounter in order to feel a part of the place that you’re
visiting and make it feel more like yours. But at the end of the holiday you’re ready
to return to your normal life. You’ve recharged your batteries and also enriched*
yourself. Try to go away at least once a year. That’s what you really need!

6. Thinking back* to holidays that you’ve
been on, you frequently:
a)		Think about moving to that place
b)		Make new friends and make unforgettable
			memories
c)		Are homesick and want to go home

Glossary
ease: do something very easily
enriched: made something or someone richer
get used to: become very familiar with a
situation
habits: something you do usually
in-depth: deeply, not just on the surface

neat: very tidy
resort: a place used for a holiday
roots: origins, where you come from
thinking back: remembering
track: way, path

Mostly c) The traditional traveller
You like travelling but at the same time you’re closely tied to your roots* and
to your everyday life. For this reason, sometimes you find it difficult to get used
to* new and unfamiliar situations. In fact, you tend to go back to places you’ve
already visited, places that you’re familiar with and you can get around with
ease*. If you can, try to travel and explore more, open your mind and don’t
worry. You’ll see that it’s worth it!
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Delicious Desserts

Although we usually
associate* strawberries
with the Spring and
Summer months, believe
it or not February 27th is
National Strawberry Day.
Strawberries are a very
versatile* fruit and can be
made into many different
delicious desserts or just
eaten on their own. Today
we’re going to look at a very
popular and tasty dessert:
Strawberry Cheesecake.
Read on to find out
more!

Strawberry
Cheesecake
Cheesecakes can be divided into two different
types - baked and unbaked. They have lots of
different toppings, usually made from fruit,
and in Stockholm in Sweden there’s even a
restaurant that serves garlic cheesecake!

American Sonya Thomas holds the
world record for eating the most
cheesecake in a set* time. She ate
5kg of cheesecake in 9 minutes.

Strawberry Trivia
- They are the only fruit with seeds on the
outside.
- They are members of the rose family.
- There is a very old custom that if you break
a double strawberry in half and share it
with someone else, they will fall in love
with you.
- The very first garden strawberry was
grown in Brittany, France during the late
18th century.
- The typical food eaten at the Wimbledon
Tennis Championship, Strawberries and
Cream, originated in the court of King
Henry VIII.

Ingredients
250g digestive biscuits
100g butter
600g full fat soft cheese
100g icing sugar
284ml pot of cream
For the topping
400g of strawberries
25g icing sugar
Instructions
To make the base put the biscuits in a
plastic food bag and crush them into
very small pieces using a rolling pin*.
Put the pieces of biscuits into a bowl
and cover them with the melted*
butter. When the butter and biscuits
are completely mixed, put them into a
tin and press down firmly* and create
an even layer. Put in the fridge to cool
for an hour.
Put the soft cheese and icing sugar in
a bowl and beat them together until

the mixture* is smooth. Pour in the
cream and continue beating them
together. Next put the mixture onto
the biscuit base. Smooth the top of
the cheesecake and put in the fridge
overnight.
Take the cheesecake out of the fridge
30 minutes before eating. Purée half
of the strawberries with the icing
sugar and 1 teaspoon of water.
Put the remaining strawberries onto
the cake and pour the purèe over the
top.

DO YOU KNOW…?
Koji Nakao from Japan holds the Guinness World Record for growing
the biggest and heaviest strawberry in the world. Can you imagine
how much it weighs?
a. 2.5kg
b. 25kg
c. 250kg
The answer is on page 15.
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imperatives/prepositions/adjectives

Origins
Where does the cheesecake come from?
Well, an ancient form of cheesecake
may have originated in ancient Greece.
A Greek physician called Aegimus wrote
a book on the art of making cheesecake
in the 5th century BC. A more ‘modern’
version of the cheesecake appeared
in ‘The Forme of Cury’, a collection of
medieval English recipes from the 14th
century. The name cheesecake has only
been used since the 15th century but
the modern cheesecake as we know it
today, has only been around since the
18th century.

Glossary
associate: connect
something or someone with
someone else
firmly: strongly
melted: when something
frozen becomes liquid
mixture: a combination of

different things mixed together
rolling pin: a cylinder that you
roll backwards and forwards
over uncooked pastry
set: (here) fixed
versatile: able to be adapted
to many different things

Report
There are many images
that have symbolised
unique and unforgettable
moments in the history
of mankind*. And many of
these ‘hide’ anecdotes*
(and secrets) that
deserve* to be told.
We’ll find out something
about them in the next
three pages as we go on a
journey back in time –
from the 1930s to the
end of the 60s!

The photographs
that made history
Lunch atop* a Skyscraper

This photo was taken in New York on 20th September 1932 during the building of one of the skyscrapers of the Rockefeller Center. It shows 11 workmen
who, without any safety equipment, are eating their lunch sitting next to
each other on a steel girder* suspended at the 69th floor (at a height of 256
metres!). It isn’t a photomontage* as some people think because there exists
the negative of the original photo and no perspective* tricks have been
used.

That day many photographers were
present but it’s very likely* that it
was Charles C. Ebbets who took the
photo. The photo was used above all
for promotion purposes, to show to the
world an expanding city even in the
difficult period of the Great Depression,
the serious economic crisis that began
in 1929.
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Report

past simple/past perfect/adjectives

The Kissing Sailor

We’re still in New York, but the date is 14th
August 1945. Japan has surrendered to the US
marking the end of the Second World War. Celebrations of joy broke out* in the streets of the
city and the photographer Alfred Eisenstaedt
was able to immortalize* an “unexpected” kiss
between a sailor and a nurse. The photo was
published in Life magazine and became immediately a symbol of love, peace and hope for the
future.

For decades*, nobody knew who the people in
the photo were. Now we know their names –
George Mendonsa and Greta Friedman – we
also know that what seems like one of the
most romantic moments in history was in fact a
chance* meeting. The two of them didn’t know
each other and it all happened in a few seconds
while Eisenstaedt captured with his camera
maybe one of the most famous kisses ever.

The Man on the Moon

On 20th July 1969 Neil Armstrong stepped
onto the Moon, the first person in history to
undergo* this remarkable* experience. It was
at that very emotional moment that he said
the famous phrase: «That’s one small step for
man, one giant leap for mankind». Surprisingly, however, the iconic image of the astronaut
on the Moon doesn’t portray him, the captain
of the Apollo 11 mission, but his colleague
Buzz Aldrin. The few photos that include
Armstrong were taken by chance and mostly
of his back.

The person who took the
photo was Neil Armstrong
himself, and it’s possible
to see his reflection on
Aldrin’s helmet – a type of
involuntary* selfie! This is
because Armstrong was
in charge of* taking most
of the photos, while his
companion had a specific
camera for taking photos
of specimens* and other
technical aspects of the
moon’s surface.
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Abbey Road

Also in 1969, but on the Earth, the legendary Beatles had just finished
recording their last album, Abbey Road. The record sleeve* is one of
the best loved and most copied images of all time. The photo
of the Fab Four that cross the zebra crossing* in perfect
synchrony* is stuck in our memories. It wrote a new
page in the history of rock but also the legend about
the alleged* death of Paul McCartney.

Some elements of the record sleeve* made some
fans come up with* the theory that Paul McCartney
had died on the basis of some ‘clues’. For example,
the clothes that the four Beatles are wearing seem
to indicate a funeral, with the priest dressed in
white (John), the dead person (Paul), without any
shoes, the gravedigger* (George), and the funeral
director (Ringo), with a black suit.

In the background on the right, in the distance,
we can see a man standing on the pavement. It’s
Paul Cole, an American tourist who was included in
the photo by mistake during the photo session. He
didn’t realise that he had in front of him the most
famous band in the history of rock. Many years
later, during an interview, he admitted that he’d
never even listened to the music of the Beatles.

CAN YOU…?
How many new words can you make
from the word PHOTOGRAPHY?
Try to make at least 8!
We’ll help you with the first one: hot
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
.............................. The answer is on page 15.

The photo was taken by Ian MacMillan the
morning of 8th August 1969, outside the Abbey
Road Studios, in London, the place where
the Beatles recorded all their songs. On that
occasion, a policeman stopped the traffic and
the photographer had only 10 minutes to take a
photo that has become legendary. The Beatles
crossed the road about six times.

Glossary
anecdotes: funny stories
atop: on top of
broke out: (here) started
chance: something that isn’t planned, it
just happens
come up with: produce, create
decades: periods of ten years
deserve: merit, earn
girder: a large piece of iron or steel used
for building bridges and buildings
gravedigger: a person whose job is to

make holes in the ground to put coffins
inside
immortalize: keep alive the memory of
in charge of: be responsible for
involuntary: done without wanting to
likely: very probable
mankind: humanity
perspective: the sense of depth or the
idea of space between objects in a photo
photomontage: putting two or more
photographs together to create one photo

remarkable: incredible, amazing
sleeve: the cover of a record
specimens: animals, plants etc. used as
an example of its species for scientific
study
synchrony: doing an action at the same
time as another person
undergo: do
zebra crossing: the black and white
stripes where you can cross the road
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Top Five UK

past simple/prepositions/passives

Young British
music stars

What do these five people
all have in common? Well,
they’re young, British and
all have successful music
careers. Let’s find out
something more about them.

Lewis Capaldi

He was born 7th October
1996 in Scotland so that
makes him just 23 years old
at the moment. However,
he’s been into music for a
very long time. He learnt to
play the drums and guitar
when he was only 2 years
old and started his career
in music at 9 years old when he sang in pubs. His first song
came out on 31st March 2017 and was called Bruises. It
quickly reached more than 28 million plays on Spotify. This
was a record - he was the fastest ever unsigned* singer to
reach 25 million plays on the online platform. Soon after
he was signed by a very important record company. In 2019
he reached number one in the music charts* with his song
Someone You Loved which was also a hit* in more than 29
countries. This was followed by his debut* album Divinely
Uninspired to a Hellish Extent which also reached number
one in the UK and Irish music charts.
When he announced his first solo concert tour, which
will take place next month, tickets sold out in less than a
minute!

He’s related to the actor Peter Capaldi, who played Doctor
Who from 2013-17.

Tom Walker

He was born 17th December 1991 in Scotland but grew
up in the north of England
near Manchester. In 2014
he graduated from the
College of Creative Media
in London and after that
dedicated himself to music.
In March 2016 his debut
single came out called
Sun Goes Down and two
years later his debut album
What a Time to be Alive.
He achieved a lot of success
after his song Leave a Light On came out in October 2017.
It was a hit in many countries around the world.
His music is a mix between soul, gospel and contemporary
sounds and his music influences come from very different
artists such as Michael Jackson and the heavy metal band
AC/DC. He has won various awards* for his music such as
the ‘Best Breakthrough Act’ at the 2019 Brit Awards.

George Ezra

George is a folk rock, pop and blues singer and was born
in the south of England on 7th June 1993. He has a very
distinctive* deep singing voice and people are generally
surprised when they hear his voice for the first time and
then see what he looks like - blond hair and blue eyes .
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In June 2017 he played at Glastonbury music festival. He
didn’t know until two months before the event that he would
be performing and he had already bought his ticket to go to
the festival with his friends.

He signed an important
record deal at just 19 years
old and achieved success
with his single ‘Budapest’
in 2014. In the same year
his debut album came out
and was the 3rd best selling
album in Britain. In 2018
his second album came out
and reached number one in
Britain and was successful
in many other countries around the world. His single from
the album Shotgun was also a great success and reached
number one. He has also won various awards for his
music and in 2019 he won the Brit Award for British Male
Solo Artist. He has many
different music influences
including Bob Dylan and the
American folk singer Woody
Guthrie.

Dua Lipa

She was born on 22nd
August 1995 in London
and is a very successful pop
singer. She first started
working as a model but
then dedicated herself to music. In 2015 her first song New
Love came out and two years later her debut album came
out. Her song from the album New Rules reached number

He’s a distant
relative of singer
Lilly Allen.

CAN YOU...?
Fill in the missing words to Dua Lipa’s hit
song New Rules
doesn’t • save • feel • making
Talking in my sleep at night, ..................... myself crazy
Out of my mind, out of my mind
Wrote it down and read it out, hoping it would
..................... me
Too many times, too many times
My love, he makes me ..................... like nobody else,
nobody else
But my love, he ..................... love me, so I tell myself,
I tell myself
The answer is on page 15.

He has a podcast show called ‘George Ezra and Friends’
where he interviews other famous artists.

Dua’s parents are both Albanian and her name in Albanian
means ‘love’. In 2016 she set up* a foundation with her
father to raise* money to donate to people in Albania and in
August 2018 she created her own festival called the Sunny
Hill Festival to donate money to these people.
one in the charts. In December 2017 she was named as the
‘most streamed woman of 2017’ in Britain by Spotify and in
2018 she performed at the opening ceremony of the UEFA
Champions League final. She has also won various awards
and in 2018 she won a Brit Award for ‘British Female Solo
Artist’ and ‘British Breakthrough Act’.

Sam Smith

He was born in London
on May 19th 1992 and
is an English singer and
songwriter. He achieved*
success in 2012 when he
appeared on Disclosure’s
single Latch and then
reached number one in May
2013 when he appeared
on Naughty Boy’s La la la.
In May 2014 his debut album came out and with this he
achieved worldwide success. He has won many awards
in his short career such as 4 Grammy Awards and various
Brit Awards. He has also won two Guinness World Records
and his song Writing’s on the Wall, the song for the James
Bond film Spectre won a Golden Globe Award and an
Oscar. In 2018 his song Fire on Fire was used as the theme
tune for the film Watership Down. He says that his music
influences include Adele and Amy Winehouse.

Glossary
achieved: obtained something successful
awards: prizes, recognition for something
charts: a list of the most successful records
sold in a week
debut: the first record that a singer releases
distinctive: easy to recognise as it’s different

from all the others
hit: a successful record
raise: (here) collect, make
set up: create, make
unsigned: (here) a singer that has no
recording contract
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Long blond hair
and a sweet smile,
courage and the
desire to win. In
2018, Daria became
the youngest world
champion in the
history of judo
at only 17 years
old. Very soon
she’ll follow in her
father’s footsteps,
representing
Ukraine in the
Olympics,
with the
dream of
winning
a medal
at Tokyo
2020.

Daria Bilodid

Interview with …

You are the daughter of two judo champions
who are now your coaches. When did you
first become interested in this sport?
I practised rythmic gymnastics until I was 6 years old, then I
asked my parents to try some judo lessons. I fell in love with it
immediately, I understood that it was the sport for me, the only
thing that I really wanted to do. But it couldn’t be any other way
because judo has always been a part of all my family’s life.

What do your parents think?
They always support me and believe in me. When I defeated
my opponent* in the World Championship and
I realized that I’d won the gold medal, I
immediately went to hug* my mum… she was
so emotional, so proud of me! My dad’s my
other point of reference. I want to follow his
footsteps but also become better than him!
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adjectives/past simple/present perfect

I.D Card
Name and Surname: Daria Bilodid
Place and Date of Birth: Kiev
(Ukraine), 10th October 2000
Profession: judoist
- Before winning her world title at
the Judo Championship in Baku
in Azerbaijan, Daria had already
triumphed* at the 2017 European
Championships in Warsaw. Last June
in Minsk she took home the second
gold medal of her career.
- Daria is very tall and her long legs
allow her to have an excellent ouchi
gari, which is one of the most used
techniques in judo.

dariabilodid7

How do you organize your Considering your young
days?
age and considering what
I get up quite early in the mornings.
other typical teenagers
I have breakfast - I follow a very
do, would you change
healthy, balanced diet so for a
anything about your life?
person like me who loves chocolate
it’s a big sacrifice. And then it’s off
to training… but also studying as
I go to university. I have a passion
for languages. I study English and
Italian. I have many friends who come
from other countries, and it’s very
important for me to communicate
with them.

You have a very intense
routine… do you find a
little time to relax?
At the end of the day, especially when
my training has been particularly
tiring, I go for a long swim and
then have a nice sauna. It’s a really
excellent way to recharge my
batteries. And then I listen to music,
all types of music.

IN THE MIRROR
esenapaJ a osla tub trops tabmoc a ,tra laitram a si oduJ
dna 2881 ni onaK orogiJ yb detaerc saw tI .yhposolihp
eht gnirud trops cipmylO na sa emit tsrfi eht rof decudortni
eltneg‘ sa detalsnart eb nac oduJ mret ehT .scipmylO oykoT
tub htgnerts lacisyhp esu ot elpoep sehcaet ti esuaceb ,’yaw
.htgnerts latnem osla
The answer is on page 15.

I have to say no. I like everything about
my life… obviously it isn’t always easy,
because my training sessions are very
hard and demand* a lot of discipline.
But it’s okay, I chose to live in this way.
I know that many teenagers of my age
go out and enjoy themselves, almost
every day, but I never think about
wanting that kind of life. I feel as
though I have many goals to achieve*.

What does your future
hold?
I have a big dream, to win an Olympic
medal one day. I’m sure I’ll be able
to do that because where’s there’s a
will, there’s a way. Tokyo 2020 will
soon be here, let’s see what happens!
Instead, many years from now, when I
leave judo, I’d like to become a sports
journalist. So I won’t have to “leave”
it completely, and it’ll continue to be
a part of my life even when I’m no
longer competing*.

Glossary
achieve: successfully reach a goal
competing: taking part in competitions
demand: require, ask for
hug: put your arms around someone
opponent: the person you’re competing against
triumphed: won, was successful
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Kid News

past simple/passives/conjunctions

The Jorvik Festival
It’s considered to be
one of the biggest
events of its kind in
Europe and attracts
many visitors every
year during the
month of February.
Let’s take a look at
this fascinating and
fun festival.
The Festival

The festival takes place every year
in February in York, in the north of
England and it celebrates York’s Viking
past. The festival includes a traditional
Viking market, the traditional burning
of a Viking ship, a Viking banquet,
sword making demonstrations
and cultural events based on old
Scandinavian stories, dances and
songs. There is also a performance of
the Battle of Stamford Bridge, a battle

12

The festival is based on an ancient* Scandinavian festival called ‘Jolablot’ that
celebrated the arrival of Spring and the end of Winter.

that took place in 1066 between the
Normans and the Saxons that marked*
the end of Viking rule in England.

The City of York

The city was founded by the Romans
in 1st century AD but it became a
more important place 800 years later

when the Vikings invaded. The Viking
army attacked York on November 1st
866. It was an important day in York,
it was All Saint’s Day and so many of
the town’s citizens were celebrating
the religious festival in the cathedral.
They were not expecting a surprise
attack. Once the Vikings established

themselves in the town, it became an
important river port and they used it
for trade between Northern Europe
and Britain. The city was named
Jorvik. Less than a century later the
Vikings were defeated* and left
Britain. However, even today their
legacy* remains.

The Jorvik Museum

At the beginning of the 1980s they
decided to build a new shopping area
in the centre of York. While workers
were digging in the area, they came
across* many Viking remains* from
some of the buildings of the Viking
city of Jorvik such as pottery*,
metalwork and bones. In addition,
wood, leather, textiles and plant and
animal remains were also found. More
than 40,000 objects were found in
total. These are all kept in the Jorvik
Museum that opened in 1984.

Vikings on the small screen
There is also a very successful historical
drama TV series, called Vikings, that

started in 2013 and has now reached
its sixth season. It’s based on the
adventures of a Viking called Ragnar
Lothbruk who is one of the most
well-known Viking legends. The TV
series starts when he’s just a farmer
and then becomes famous during
successful invasions of Britain and

Recently the museum has included
a Time Machine which is a kind of
capsule that visitors can sit inside
and go back in time. The journey
starts in 866AD in the early Viking
era and passes to one hundred years
later when the Vikings ruled York.

France. He eventually became the
Viking king. The later episodes tell the
story of his sons and their adventure
in England, Scandinavia and the
Mediterranean.

DO YOU KNOW…?
During the Jorvik Festival the Best Beard competition takes place.
The competition is open to men, women and children and obviously
the beards can be real or fake. Here are some tips for growing the
perfect viking beard. Which ones do you think are false?
1.

Eat a lot of food that is rich in iron such as oysters, liver, leafy green
vegetables and proteins like meat, fish, cheese and lentils.
2. Brush it and trim it, Cutting or shaving hair makes it grow quicker.
3. Cover your beard in chocolate. The cocoa in chocolate will make it
grow quicker.
4. Use shampoo and hair conditioner on your beard to make it smooth
and glossy.
5. Drink a lot of tea and coffee. Caffeine will make your beard
		 long and bushy.
The answer is on page 15.

Glossary
ancient: very very old
came across: found by chance
defeated: when one side loses a battle
legacy: something that is passed down from one period of history
to another
marked: indicated, showed
pottery: pots, dishes and other things made from clay
remains: historical relics, ruins
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Let’s go to the cinema!

passives/nouns/relative pronouns

Dolittle

Missing Link

genre: Comedy, Adventure
The adventures of Dr John Dolittle are back. He’s the only doctor in
the world able to understand and speak to animals. His character
appeared for the first time in 1920, in the children’s book series
written by Hugh Lofting. His story has already been taken to the
big screen*: first in 1967 with a musical played by Rex Harrison,
then in 1998 with a successful film – which was followed by a
sequel* in 2001 with Eddie Murphy as the main character. In this
new adaptation*, Dolittle will be played by Robert Downey Jr, Iron
Man in person!

genre: Animation, Comedy, Adventure
Sir Lionel Frost, charismatic investigator of
mythical creatures and monsters, decides to go
on a special mission to find the last specimen
of ‘primitive man’ (of which nobody up to
now has been able to prove the existence),
the missing link between our present and our
past. Will he be successful in his quest* and
will he meet Mr Link, a creature that’s a little
comical but surprisingly intelligent, sensitive
and... alone. Together they will start a long
adventure around the world where dangers
and obstacles aren’t lacking*, on the lookout*
for others belonging to this lost species. They
will be accompanied by the courageous Adelina
Fortnight, who has with her the only map that’s
able to lead them to their destination – the
legendary valley of Shangri-La.

Also in this
film there’s an
exciting vocal
cast - Sir Lionel
Frost will have
Hugh Jackman’s
voice and Adelina
Fortnight that
of Zoe Saldana.
Among the other
dubbers* there’ll
also be Emma
Thompson,
Stephen Fry, Matt
Lucas and David
Walliams.

In the original version of the film, the various animals are dubbed by a star-studded*
cast -Emma Thompson dubbed Polynesia, Dottor Dolittle’s parrot; Tom Holland is the
dog Jip; and then there’s Marion Cotillard (Tutu the fox), Ralph Fiennes (Barry the
tiger), Selena Gomez (Betsy the giraffe), and Rami Malek (Chee-Chee the gorilla).

The King’s Man
genre: Action, Adventure
This third chapter in the King’s man saga (it began with Secret
Service in 2014 and continued with The Golden Circle in 2017)
isn’t a sequel but a prequel*, and is set between the First and the
Second World War, many
years before the setting of
the other two films. The
main character in the film,
the Duke of Oxford and
member of the secret service
agency Kingsman, is played
by Ralph Fiennes. He’ll soon
be called to save the world
from a group of extremely bad
criminals who are planning an
unprecedented* war which
could bring about* the deaths
of millions of people.

The events told in the various films
of the saga are inspired by the comic
book mini-series The Secret Service
(2012-2013), written by Mark Millar
and illustrated by Dave Gibbons.
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SOMETIMES THEY
COME BACK!

Who are the two actors that appear
twice in the cast of these three films?
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
The answer is on page 15.

Glossary
adaptation: version
big screen: cinema
bring about: cause to happen
dubbers: (here) people who give their
voice to the characters in a film
lacking: missing, not having
lookout: looking for
prequel: a film containing events which

come before those in the previous film
quest: a long search for something
sequel: a film containing events
which come after those in the
previous film
star studded: a film that has a lot of
famous actors and actresses in it
unprecedented: not happening before

Fun and Games!

True or False
Have you read the Report? Put
yourself to the test with this
True or False exercise?
T F
1. The photos described in the Report
2.

are from 1929, 1945 and 1969.
There are about twenty workmen
who are eating on top of the
skyscraper.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

T

F

When the Japanese surrendered to the
United States, the Second World War finished.
The famous kiss between the sailor and the
nurse was planned.
Neil Armstrong was the captain of the Apollo 11.
Buzz Aldrin was the most photographed
astronaut on the Moon.
The Beatles recorded all their records in the
Abbey Road studios, in London.
Ian MacMillan took at least 10 photos of the
Fab Four while they were crossing the road.

Find it in the magazine…

... what judo is.

...........................................................................................

... the magazine where the photo of the kiss between.
the sailor and the nurse was published.

...........................................................................................

... who Doctor Dolittle is.

...........................................................................................

... the city where the Jorvik Festival takes place.

...........................................................................................

... Lewis Capaldi’s age.

...........................................................................................

... when National Strawberry Day is.

...........................................................................................
The answers are at the bottom of the page.

ANSWERS
Page 2: What is it: a book. The longest month: September (because it’s made up of 10 letters). A bit of maths: only once, then you subtract 5 from 20, 15, 10 and 5. Words in common: secret.
Page 4: The biggest strawberry: c). Pages 5-6-7: Words from photograph: graph, too, pot, try, root, harp, got, hat. Pages 8-9: Song lyrics: making, save, feel, doesn’t. Pages 10-11: In the mirror: Judo
is a martial art, a combat sport but also a Japanese philosophy. It was created by Jigoro Kano in 1882 and introduced for the first time as an Olympic sport during the Tokyo Olympics. The term Judo can be
translated as ‘gentle way’, because it teaches people to use physical strength but also mental. Pages 12-13: False sentences: 3 and 5. Page 14: Sometimes they come back: Emma Thompson and Ralph
Fiennes. Page 15: A) True or False? 1 False; 2 False; 3 True; 4 False; 5 True; 6 True; 7 True; 8 False. B) Find it in the magazine: a martial art, a combat sport but also a Japanese philosophy; Life; the only
doctor in the world who is able to speak to the animals; York; 23; February 27th.
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